Dipole sources of the human alpha rhythm.
Dipole sources were investigated in 22 normal subjects with a variety of strategies available through the BESA program. When all the data were summed one regional source, located near the midline in the basal portions of the occipital lobe, explained 92% of the variance. Two regional sources, initially constrained for symmetry but subsequently freed from constraint placed them also in the occipital regions near the midline and reduced the residual variance to 4%. Pooled data obscure, however, the marked individual differences especially in regard to lateralization. In the individual case the major source was also always in one occipital area but its location, especially the degree of separation from the midline depended upon alpha distribution and the strategy used in the workup of the data. The orientation of the major components of the regional sources was usually in the posterior-anterior direction, fairly parallel to the midline and while the other one pointed to the upper convexity. Because of the considerable variability of the alpha rhythm in given subjects and even within the same individual a model which requires symmetry constraints is not optimal for all instances, even when constraints are lifted thereafter. The study demonstrated the feasibility of distinguishing predominantly mesial sources from those which are bihemipheric with more lateral origins but several different models may have to be used to reach the most realistic conclusions.